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Abstract

The contemporary Information Society is based on different digital technologies which
are very useful in improving process efficiency, but can also have a negative impact on
personal privacy.

The purpose of this article is to present an organization of processes in a business
system for access managing to different types of resources – public type and protected
type which are determined as internal (in own storages) and external (located in a
cloud). It is accepted that some of resources contain personal data (profiles of staff,
users, etc.), which necessitates discussing potential privacy and data protection issues.

Formalization of communications in e-space and functional description of processes in
the proposed management system are presented. An evaluation of procedures
correctness by using stochastic modelling is made.
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I. Introduction

Many information resources are accessed remotely via global network which required
a strong regulation based on strategy of management. These resources could be two
types: public (without any restriction to use) and private (protected information
located in different distributed in global network nodes, including in the cloud). The
second type requires special measures for data protection and access regulation.

The regulation of the access to the resources and using is a task of special
management system which must be developed on the base of strong policy for
information security and data protection. The design of such system should be
preceded by preliminary formalization and additional organizational processes
(suitable modelling and functional algorithm).

An organization and investigation of Access Management System is the object of this
article.
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II. Related Works

Review of some publications in the field of the discussed problem is made in this section. It
is stated that many applications in the business and administrative organizations use cloud
services for support own information resources, including personal profiles of users and
staff. This creates a possibility for cross-boarder data transfer, which can violate some GDPR
requirements.

Very important part of the access control is to select or define adequate policy model and
suitable framework – a new context-aware access control is proposed in reviewed
publications, which is based on determined formal policy model and policy ontology for
modelling. The authors extend this model in case of cloud-based data.

Another reviewed article discusses the theme of information security whit formulating
some recommendation for research.

The rest references are related to the role-based access control, cloud data protection,
security requirements, etc.
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III. Functional Organization of Process in Access Management System (AMS)

Functionality and structural organization of an AMS are determined by realization of
preliminary modeling using IDEF0 standard, part of technology for modelling and
conceptual design IDEF (Integrated DEFinition).

This technology was developed in the frame of the US program Integrated Computer-Aided
Manufacturing as a collection of standards and IDEF0 is a basic standard for functional
modelling of processes in a system by representing them as a set of interdependent actions
or functions.

The IDEF0 model has a "parent / heir" hierarchical structure obtained by functional
decomposition of the underlying process of the sub-processes. The main organization of
the model in the “parent” level is shown in the next figure.
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Functional IDEF0 model of AMS organization – “parent” level

Presented in the next slide
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Figure 2

Figure 3

Figure 4
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Algorithmic description of the AMS Functionality

Start a process

Procedures realised by the Front-office sus-system

Procedures realised by the Back-office sus-system

Access and using protected resources

Exit from the AMS
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IV. Evaluation of the Processes in AMS

A stochastic model by using the apparatus of Markov’s random processes is developed to
study the AMS behavior and to evaluate the correctness of supported procedures and
processes. The definition is follows:

Vector of initial probabilities

P0 = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0).
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Graph of the states of the defined model Analytical definition of the Markovian model for 
evaluation of supported in AMS processes
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Analytical solution of the model:

(a) presentation

𝑝2 = 𝑝1; 𝑝3 = 𝑎𝑝1; 𝑝4= 1 − 𝑎 𝑝1; 𝑝5 =
1−𝑎 𝑏

(1−𝑐−𝑑)
𝑝1; 𝑝6=

1−𝑎 𝑏𝑐

(1−𝑐−𝑑)
𝑝1;

𝑝7 =
1−𝑎 𝑏𝑑

(1−𝑐−𝑑)
𝑝1; 𝑝8 =

1−𝑎 𝑏𝑑𝑒

(1−𝑐−𝑑)
𝑝1; 𝑝9 =

1−𝑎 (1−𝑒)𝑏𝑑

(1−𝑐−𝑑)
𝑝1

(b) solving the last equation [10]

𝑝1
3 1−𝑐−𝑑 + 1−𝑎 (𝑏+𝑏𝑐+2𝑏𝑑)

(1−𝑐−𝑑)
= 1  𝑝1 =

𝑥

3𝑥+ 1−𝑎 (𝑏+𝑏𝑐+2𝑏𝑑)
; at x = (1-c-d)

(c) final analytical presentation of the probabilities
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(d) some experimental results

A partial factorial plan based on fixed values for {a, b} and selected conditions’ values for {c, d, e} has been
adopted, because the main goal is to evaluate correctness of procedures for secure access in case of correct 
user’s request (successful identification and authentication). 
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V. CONCLUSION

The mine requirements for protection of
distributed information resources in the
cyber space can be summarized as a
protection of the integrity (from
unauthorized deletion, modification, theft)
and the availability (access to services, data
and resources anywhere and anytime). Each
AMS must ensure that the procedures for
regulated access to remote resources are
properly implemented. For this purpose, it is
necessary to implement the principles of the
“CIA triad” (confidentiality, integrity,
availability), developed information security
policy and specific requirements for data
protection, including personal data and
profiles.
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